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SearchResults
r2 - 2008-03-03 - 15:50  NilsHoeimyr

TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch . Please note that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...

WebAtom
r2 - 2006-01-24 - 07:07  TWikiContributor

TWiki's LCGAAWorkbook web The web for users, groups and offices. TWiki is an Enterprise Collaboration Platform.

GettingToCern
r2 - 2005-11-10 - 16:57  JohnHarvey

Back Getting Started at CERN Basic needs, first steps, offices/addresses/persons Maps and buildings : Here is an interactive card and a list...

WebHome
r9 - 2005-11-10 - 16:31  JohnHarvey

LCG Applications Area Workbook Getting Started Takes the user through procedures for getting a computer account and for ordering and installing computing equipment...

ProcurementOfMaterial
r2 - 2005-11-10 - 15:47  JohnHarvey

Back Procurement and Installation of Computing Material Procedure to order a new desktop (portable) computer Login to EDH (http://edh.cern.ch) Select...

EditingCode
r4 - 2005-10-21 - 15:27  JohnHarvey

Back Editing and Running the First Program at CERN The goal of this workbook section is to show which are the tools and platforms available to edit, compile and...

LoggingIn
r2 - 2005-10-21 - 14:20  JohnHarvey

Back Getting an Account and Logging In Getting an account The interactive logon service to Linux for all CERN users is called LXPLUS. The file service provides...

StorePrintEtc
NEW - 2005-09-07 - 15:10  AlbertoAimar

Back Storing, Printing and Other Common Activities Storing your files on the central servers Linux servers Windows servers Printing your files Reading your...

ConfiguringComputer
NEW - 2005-09-06 - 10:42  AlbertoAimar

Back Configuring Your Computer Security Recommendations Before connecting your computer to CERN you should read carefully the Security Recommendation and the...

DocumentationTools
Documentation Templates

There are several templates useful for writing documentation for your software applications. Some are for general use other are for...

Test Procedures

Overview: The purpose is to define the procedures, tools and methodologies that will be used to assure that several types of tests will...

Test Frameworks

The tools that are recommended and available at CERN in order to test your applications are: Cpp Unit: the C port of the famous...

Developing Cpp

Getting to LCG

How to get started in the LCG projects. Welcome to the LCG Application Area projects!

Central Services

The Central Services at CERN. The use of CERN's computers, networks and related services, such as email, are governed by detailed CERN...

Setting Up Sw Project

Software Tools and External Packages available at CERN. There are a set of software development tools available and centrally...

Debugging Applications

The goal of this workbook section is to show which are the tools and platforms available to edit, compile and...

Web Left Bar

LCG AA Workbook Search Workbook Getting Started at CERN. Getting an Account and Logging In Edit, Compile and Run Debugging Applications Central Services Changes...

Web Preferences

The following settings are web preferences of the LCGAAWorkbook web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences...

Web Rss
This is a subscription service to be automatically notified by e-mail when topics change in this LCGAAWorkbook web. This is a convenient service, so you do not have...

See also the faster WebTopicList

See also the verbose WebIndex.
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